Did evolution leap to create the protein universe?
Burkhard Rost

The genomes of over 60 organisms from all three kingdoms of life are now entirely sequenced. In many respects, the inventory of proteins used in different kingdoms appears surprisingly similar. However, eukaryotes differ from other kingdoms in that they use many long proteins, and have more proteins with coiled-coil helices and with regions abundant in regular secondary structure. Particular structural domains are used in many pathways. Nevertheless, one domain tends to occur only once in one particular pathway. Many proteins do not have close homologues in different species (orphans) and there could even be folds that are specific to one species. This view implies that protein fold space is discrete. An alternative model suggests that structure space is continuous and that modern proteins evolved by aggregating fragments of ancient proteins. Either way, after having harvested proteomes by applying standard tools, the challenge now seems to be to develop better methods for comparative proteomics.

Introduction

* Natura non facit saltus *(Nature does not make leaps)

Attributed to Tito Lucrezio Caro (Titus Lucretius Carus), 34 AD;
Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz, 1698;
Charles Darwin, 1859.

Some perceive New York City as a place jammed with humans. However, for those who live there, the metropolis feels like a village because life evolves around neighborhoods. Scientists explaining our behavior from a ‘systems’ perspective can argue that we belong to various groups defined by our address, our work or even the shape of our noses. We may possibly feel that such classifications do not explain who we really are. In analogy, we cannot expect classifications of entirely sequenced genomes to convey understanding of protein structure, function or evolution. The literature bursts with examples of detailed studies of how protein structure and function co-evolve [1–7,8*,9].

Although most of these analyses utilize a wealth of biological data, they are not explicitly based on the fact that we have entire genome sequences from representatives of all three kingdoms of life: eukarya, bacteria (prokaryotes) and archaea. What do we learn from generating lists of parts of the whole [10,11*]?

Here, I focus on findings from methods that endeavor to capture overall features for entire organisms. I challenge the assumption that bioinformatics is slowly but steadily approaching the point at which we can smoothly move through neighborhoods of protein relationships in order to generate an atlas of the fates and functions of proteins in the context of the cell.

Overview of proteomes: catalogs of structure and function

Eukaryotes have many very long proteins

Genomes differ significantly in their nucleotide composition [12*]. In contrast, the amino acid compositions of the entire proteomes of 28 organisms from all three kingdoms are similar ([13*]; Figure 1a). The length of proteins differs significantly between the three kingdoms (Figure 1b); in particular, about 7% of eukaryotic proteins are longer than 1000 residues, whereas less than 2% of all proteins in archaea and prokaryotes are that long.

We now realize that many proteins were overlooked in the initial annotation of genome projects, as demonstrated by the annual growth of the estimated number of proteins in worm [14], yeast [15] and human. Some groups specialize in hunting for these overlooked proteins [16*]. In microbial genomes, however, the number of proteins appears significantly over-estimated [12*]. If so, the differences in the protein length distributions for short proteins might not hold up (Figure 1b). Nevertheless, the corrections in the number of proteins, as suggested by Skovgaard, Krogh and colleagues [12*], alter the distributions for long proteins only marginally (data not shown). Some of the incorrectly annotated short proteins might actually be short RNAs [17] and others might be pseudo-genes [18].

Despite the complete set of sequences, comparisons remain guesses

Comparing proteomes on the basis of residue composition or protein length constitutes an extremely dumb realization of comparative genomics. Unfortunately, more meaningful comparisons across kingdoms typically require focusing on subsets of the complete proteomes for which we have annotations or involve predictions of limited accuracy, or both. For instance, statements about protein families, folds and functions either are restricted to some arbitrary subset of proteins for which we can infer features by homology or are limited by the accuracy of prediction methods.
Consider the idea to investigate whether or not particular folds are used more often in some organisms than in others. Firstly, we know neither which fraction of all existing folds we know already (estimates range from 10 to 50% \[3,13\cdot,19\cdot,20\cdot,21\]) nor whether the types of folds we know are representative. Secondly, we can, at best, infer the folds for half of all proteins in entirely sequenced genomes (Figure 1c) \[9,10,19\cdot,22–24,25\cdot,26\]. Thirdly, we have no way to predict novel folds in the context of entire proteomes \[4\]. It is much easier to infer aspects of structure from sequence similarity than to infer aspects of function. Thus, the classification of proteomes by function relies even more on guesses than classification by structure.

**Popular folds also most populated in proteomes**

Gerstein pioneered the structural census of proteomes \[10,27\] by analyzing which folds are most often used in proteins of different organisms. When analyzing the
universe of protein sequences, we observe that some types of proteins belong to larger families than others [13•,28–33]. As expected, folds used in these large protein families also dominate proteomes [2,3,10,11•,34–37]. The major difference between the types of proteins that populate the largest sequence-based family and those that populate the largest fold-based family was the under-representation of membrane proteins with known structures [25•,26].

**Kingdoms have a similar percentage but different types of membrane proteins**

Contrary to speculation before completing the genome sequences of two animals and one plant, it seems that the percentage of membrane helical proteins differs less between multicellular and unicellular organisms than between different organisms within each of the three kingdoms [13•]. Overall, about 16–26% of all proteins have membrane helices [13•] (Figure 1c). Most membrane helical proteins have fewer than four helices and about half of all membrane proteins have no globular regions of considerable length [13•]. One reason why membrane helix predictions are so valuable in the context of proteomes is that the number of helices is typically related to the type of protein and its function. Proteins with seven transmembrane helices (e.g. G-protein-coupled receptors) are significantly over-represented in worm and human, whereas proteins with six and twelve helices (e.g. transporters) are over-represented in most prokaryotes [13•]. Surprisingly, we found relatively few seven transmembrane helix proteins in fly and many in worm. This finding may be explained by the immense difference in the number of olfactory receptors alone: worm appears to contain 1000 smell receptors, whereas fly has less than 100 [38]. Interestingly, the conservation of protein type does not always span all kingdoms: membrane protein families spanning all kingdoms do not necessarily have the same number of membrane helices, suggesting that proteins can add or remove helices over the course of evolution [13•].

Although many methods predict α-helical membrane proteins, few methods have addressed the prediction of proteins that insert β-strand barrels into the membrane [39]. Recently, methods have reached reasonable levels of accuracy in predicting β strands in membranes from sequence alignments [40•]. Furthermore, a simple statistical model predicted about 105 potential β-barrel membrane proteins in the two Gram-negative bacteria *Escherichia coli* and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* [41•].

**Coiled-coil proteins are significantly over-represented in eukaryotes**

Secondary structure correlates with function [42] and we can learn about evolution from taxonomy of secondary structure [43]. However, the content of secondary structure is only of limited value in the context of comparative proteomics [44]. One exception is the presence of coiled-coil helices: eukaryotes appear to have significantly more coiled-coil proteins than all other kingdoms (Figure 1c) [13•].

Proteins with coiled-coil regions are often insoluble because such regions are frequently responsible for aggregation; they often indicate structural proteins. However, the high fraction of coiled-coil proteins in eukaryotes might originate from the role of coiled-coil regions in protein–DNA interactions and in regulation, transcription and translation. The problem with this explanation is that, although we tend to assume that eukaryotes utilize a more complex machinery to control their protein repository, we have no solid data confirming this assumption on the scale of the entire proteome (see below).

**Eukaryotes have significantly more ‘loopy’ proteins**

The most outstanding difference between eukaryotes and other kingdoms in terms of protein structure is the high fraction of proteins that appear to be unlike typical globular structures. It has long held true that proteins fold into a unique three-dimensional structure and that this structure determines protein function. Over the past few years, evidence has gathered such that we have to reassess this paradigm of structural biology: many long regions appear essentially unstructured in isolation [45•,46]. Such regions could introduce particular flexibility in that they could adopt different shapes through binding (induced fit) [47–50].

We have recently analyzed proteins with long regions (>70 residues) that appear to have no regular secondary structure (NORS regions; [51]). Confirming neural-network-based predictions of disordered regions [45•,52], we found that eukaryotes had, on average, 3–5 times more proteins with NORS regions than organisms from other kingdoms (Figure 1c) [51]. Many of these ‘loopy’ proteins appear to be involved in gene regulation. However, experimental results are needed to shed more light on this new class of protein.

**Too many functionally unclassified proteins hampered comparing function**

Using EUCLID [53], we could classify about 45–65% of all proteins from 30 complete proteomes into one of 13 classes of cellular function at a level reported to yield about 70% correct classifications [54,55•]. When grouping the 13 classes into three superclasses (i.e. energy, information and communication), we found similar compositions within the archaean and eukaryotic kingdoms [13•]. In contrast, the composition varied significantly among prokaryotic organisms [13•]. In more detail, we found the following differences: proteins in biosynthesis and energy metabolism were abundant in prokaryotes, whereas human seemed to have a larger portion of the classes related to transport, binding and regulatory functions [13•]. The significant variations between prokaryotic proteomes might reflect the very different environments in which these organisms dwell. However, the most important result is that, although accepting classification errors of 30% or more, we still can classify only about half of all proteins. Thus, conclusions about the meaning of the relative proportions remain highly speculative, at best. We also could not verify earlier
findings that the subset of proteins with homology to known structures differs in their cellular function from proteins of unknown structure (J Liu, B Rost, unpublished data).

**Detailed analysis of evolution: domains, pathways and orphans**

**Working hypothesis: domains constitute the atoms of protein structures**

Structural genomics aims at experimentally determining one structure for every fold in nature [9, 56–58]. Proteins of unknown fold are identified by clustering protein sequences [3, 19*, 22, 29, 59]. Intuitively, the goal is to group proteins with similar ‘structural elements’ and to separate these clusters from proteins not containing those structural elements. What is the smallest structural element? Structural biologists tend to take structural domains to be the ‘atoms of structure’. Thus, proteins have to be chopped into domains before clustering the protein universe; all methods that do this use evolutionary relationships and thereby implicitly connect ‘atoms of structure’ and ‘atoms of evolution’ [2, 28, 32, 34, 60, 61, 62*, 63, 64, 65*]. The principal assumption is that, if protein A is similar to B and to C, but B is not similar to C, then B and C constitute domains of A. By applying this scheme to all complete eukaryotes, we found over 17 000 ‘domain-like’ fragment clusters [22]. This lower bound, based on complete data sets, generally confirmed earlier estimates based on extrapolations from representative data sets [19*]. Even if structural domains are not the atoms of evolution, analyses based on domains are more accurate than those based on entire sequences.

**Domain combinations are evolutionarily conserved**

Like many other biological relationships, domain family relationships follow scale-free network relationships [37, 66–68, 69*, 70, 71*, 72]; that is, these relationships are explained by statistical models that do not require assumptions about biology. In particular, only large families engage in many types of domain combinations, whereas small families engage in only a few types of domain combinations. The majority of domain combinations AB involve families of domains A and B spanning across all kingdoms of life [71*, 72]. Teichmann and colleagues [71*, 72] suggest that evolution creates novel functions predominantly by combining existing domains. There are more repeats of similar domains adjacent to one another in eukaryotes than in other kingdoms [71*, 72]; the most extreme example of this is the giant protein titin [73]. Interestingly, the sequential order of different domains appears to be evolutionarily conserved [71*, 72, 74].

**Mapping domains onto pathways suggests the image of a mosaic**

Although we have information about structure for less than half of all proteomes, almost 90% of the enzymes from the 106 small molecule metabolic pathways in E. coli have domains of known structure [75*, 76]. A particular fold is typically used only once in a given pathway. In other words, more homologues are distributed across pathways than within pathways. Interestingly, 75% of all enzymes in metabolic pathways of E. coli appear to be enzymes known to catalyze a single enzymatic reaction and the majority of enzymes used in any metabolic pathway are specific to that particular pathway [77*]. The authors concluded that pathways use enzyme mosaics [75*, 76], that is, they are taken from a limited set of protein families and there are no discernible repetitions.

As established in an excellent study of the structural conservation of enzymatic activity [8*], enzyme families of small molecule metabolic pathways also often conserve their catalytic or cofactor-binding properties, whereas their substrate recognition properties seem rarely conserved [75*, 76]. About half of all protein–protein interactions are between domains from their own family [69*]. Obviously, the ultimate goal of analyzing proteomes is to learn ways of refining our database searches. One particular application that uses the completeness of proteomes combines sequence analysis with structure prediction to find all disulfide oxidoreductases in yeast [78*].

**Some folds might have been realized only once in nature**

Although the term ‘fold’ is not well defined, it intuitively refers to subunits between 30 and 700 residues long that let structural biologists recognize a particular protein structure. A few protein folds are used by many different protein sequences; they are often referred to as superfolds [2, 34]. Presumably, the superfolds are more energetically favorable [79]. However, the most surprising result from the advent of genome sequencing is the observation that there is a constant rise in the number of known proteins that have no homologue of very similar sequence (i.e. each species uses some very specific proteins [23], often referred to as orphans). If we believe that cross-species evolution was a major event, we could argue that we simply fail to recognize the similarity between a particular kinase in aquifex and human, and therefore incorrectly classify that kinase as an orphan. In other words, we could argue that there is another protein that adopts the same fold, thus using a similar mechanism to realize function, but that we simply fail to find it because it has diverged too far in evolution.

Recently, Coulson and Moult [20*] proposed a somewhat shocking conclusion: most folds are specific to one species (i.e. the aquifex and the human kinase have different structures). They propose a model that assumes three separated regions: unifolds (realized only once in nature), superfolds (repeated many times) and mesofolds (between unifolds and superfolds). Coulson and Moult estimate that there are over 10 000 folds in nature. Most of these are unifolds corresponding to orphan families. Note that this estimate is about three [13*] to ten times [21] higher than previous estimates not considering the reality of orphans. At the other extreme, the model suggests that 80% of all sequence families adopt one of 400 superfolds, most of which are already known. If this proposition were true, we could argue cynically that the fastest way to a high yield
from structural genomics initiatives might be to simply identify the corresponding superfolds for the proposed tens of thousands of targets [19•,22]. Obviously, structural genomics will not achieve a broad coverage of fold space using this short cut to producing high-throughput structure determination. This is one reason why the recommendations from the National Institutes of Health in the USA emphasized the goal of selecting new folds as targets.

**Domains might not constitute the evolutionary atom**

Did nature really separate three fold types (uni/meso/super) or are the separations based on a lack of the complete picture? If we believe that structural domains constitute the atoms of evolution, the concept of ‘folds’ and of the three types of distinct folds appears reasonable. However, there is evidence that the working hypothesis of folds or structural domains at the basis of evolution might not be the last word. First, the structurally most conserved regions often appear to be skeletons of active sites [80•]. Technically, we can explore this observation by searching known structures with such three-dimensional motifs in order to find similarities obfuscated in sequence [7]. Second, the attempt to cluster sequence space based on putative structural domains results in large clusters of proteins that are connected through a ladder of 10–30 overlapping residues [22]. Third, particular stretches of 10–40 residue fragments are observed often in protein structures [81]. This leads to successes in predicting protein structure based on such fragments [4,82,83].

All these findings might be explained by a rather challenging hypothesis argued for in detail by Lupas, Ponting and Russell [84•]: the diversity of today’s folds might have evolved from peptide ancestors referred to as ‘antecedent domain segments’ (ADSs). The authors explain how ancient protein structures could have been formed by self-assembling aggregates of short polypeptides. They speculate that subsequently, and perhaps concomitantly with the evolution of higher fidelity DNA replication and repair systems, single polypeptide domains arose from the fusion of ADS genes. Although the authors provide ample details for the feasibility of their assumptions, we may never be able to falsify their model. Clearly, however, the hypothesis explains why it is so difficult to find similarities and why the same functional motif is often realized by many structures. The model implies that some modern proteins may have evolved by fusing multiple ADSs or by recombining domains that contain structurally compatible ADSs; these proteins are essentially of polyphyletic origin. Thus, we would also understand why phylogenetic trees do not always agree [36,85]. We find many internal repeats that are shorter than structural domains; such repeats might constitute an evolutionary advantage in that they can adopt many functions easily [86•].

**Conclusions**

Is protein structure and/or sequence space continuous, or has nature leaped when inventing folds and functions? If proteins were assembled from fragments, does this imply modularity of sequences and folds, as, for example, seen in short peptide fragments that regulate the targeting of proteins through the cell? Does the existence of short motifs or modules imply fragment assembly? I doubt that we have the data to unambiguously answer these questions. In fact, the evidence from analyses of entirely sequenced organisms is equally spread between pro and con ‘natura non facit saltus’.

The age of comparative proteomics has just begun. Already researchers have harvested many fruits by combining tools that had been developed in the past decade. Most papers reviewed here give examples of combining state-of-the-art methods and databases to explore protein function, structure and evolution. Today, the network of databases and methods generated by computational biology and bioinformatics approaches the complexity of organisms. However, we are still a long way from an atlas mapping the activity of a cell in terms of space (localization) and time (interaction history of each protein). Nakai [87•] recently reviewed tools that capture some aspects about the ‘in vivo fates’ of proteins. In a more abstract way, we can describe this objective by the following concept. First, describe all proteins by neighborhoods in terms of sequence families, structural families, sequence motifs, functional classes, pathways, expression profiles, interaction networks and subcellular compartments. Second, extend the similarity measure to a measure of distance. Third, combine these distances to enable a database search that simultaneously considers multiple classes of neighborhoods to find similarities between two proteins. If today’s proteins really evolved by fragment assembly [84•], methods that merge different features will be essential for comparative proteomics.
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I refrained from quoting older publications, even if these would have been more appropriate; my apologies to those who should have been quoted. In highlighting papers, I considered only original articles and tended to ignore papers describing methods and databases, although these were the basis of the papers that were highlighted.
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The authors present a thorough overview of the structural background of enzymatic activity. All 31 enzyme superfamilies investigated exhibit functional diversity generated by local sequence variation and domain shuffling. Commonly, substrate specificity is diverse across a superfamilia, whereas the reaction chemistry is conserved. In many superfamilies, the position of catalytic residues can vary despite playing equivalent functional roles in related proteins.


The authors present a survey of annotation transfer for multidomain proteins. They find that the error in transferring functional classifications for multidomain proteins is two times higher than that for single-domain proteins. On the other hand, if two multidomain proteins contain the same combination of structural superfamilies, the probability of their sharing the same function increases significantly.


On the basis of length distributions of well-studied proteomes and of a function between ORF length and stop-triplet frequency, the authors estimate the number of genes for a number of entirely sequenced microbial genomes. They suggest that too many short genes are annotated as ORFs and that the number increases if target selection in structural genomics is not coordinated.


The authors present a survey of annotation transfer for multidomain proteins. They find that the error in transferring functional classifications for multidomain proteins is two times higher than that for single-domain proteins. On the other hand, if two multidomain proteins contain the same combination of structural superfamilies, the probability of their sharing the same function increases significantly.


Analysis of structural and functional features for 30 organisms that have had their genomes completely sequenced. Note, many of the findings are discussed in more detail in this review.


The authors estimate the number of targets for structural genomics by extrapolating from the Pfam database. The number of targets is estimated to be above 17,000. However, the authors point out in detail how much this number increases if target selection in structural genomics is not coordinated.


The authors suggest a three-tier model separating folds into three types: uni-folds, mesofolds and superfolds. Superfolds are realized by many proteins of very diverged sequence; uni-folds are confined to one particular protein; mesofolds occupy the region in between these two extremes. If the model is correct, it implies that the vast majority of all protein folds are unifolds, that there are over 10,000 different foids in nature and that 80% of all sequence families have one of about 400 foids, most of which are already known.


SUPERFAMILY is a collection of hidden Markov models (HMs) for all known folds. The authors refine the original SAMT99 software to accomplish what appears to be one of the fastest, most accurate and most sensitive threading programs.
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69. Park J, Lappe M, Teichmann SA: Mapping protein family interactions: intramolecular and intermolecular protein family interaction repertoires in the PDB and yeast. J Mol Biol 2001, 307:929-938. A detailed study of 8151 interacting pairs of protein domains in yeast. Almost half of all known families are found in interactions with domains from their own family. The authors also observe that the repertoires of interactions of domains within and between polypeptide chains overlap mostly for two specific types of protein families: enzymes and same-family interactions. They conclude that different types of protein interaction repertoires exist for structural, functional and regulatory reasons.


71. Apic G, Gough J, Teichmann SA: Domain combinations in archaeal, euubacterial and eukaryotic proteomes. J Mol Biol 2001, 310:311-325. The phylogenetic distribution of domain combinations is surveyed to establish the extent of common and kingdom-specific combinations. Of the kingdom-specific combinations, significantly more combinations consist of families present in all three kingdoms than of families present in one or two kingdoms. The authors conclude that recombination between common families, as compared to the invention of new families and recombination among these, has also been a major contribution to the evolution of kingdom-specific and species-specific functions in organisms in all three kingdoms.


75. Teichmann SA, Rison SC, Thornton JM, Riley M, Gough J, Chothia C: The evolution and structural anatomy of the small molecule metabolic pathways in Escherichia coli. J Mol Biol 2001, 311:693-708. This paper provides a detailed, thorough analysis of the domain compositions and family relationships for 90% of the enzymes in 108 small molecule
The authors find that recruitment of domains across pathways is very common, but that there is little regularity in the pattern of domains. They describe this finding as an enzyme mosaic.


Detailed analysis of the enzymes in all metabolic pathways of E. coli. Most enzymes are found to be specific to one particular pathway. Only the most complex and extensively studied pathways are found to span more than ten enzyme families.


Sequence analysis was combined with structure prediction to find all disulfide oxidoreductases in yeast. The method detected 24 possible candidates for unknown enzymes; at least three of these have since been verified experimentally.


The authors review many different examples of internal repeats. They suggest that internal repeats constitute an evolutionary advantage because they enlarge the available binding surface area. They argue that multiple repeats that show strong structural and functional interdependencies could have evolved from a single repeat ancestor.


Even after a nascent protein emerges from the ribosome, its fate is still controlled by its own amino acid sequence information. Namely, it may be co-/post-translationally modified (e.g. phosphorylated, N-/O-glycosylated and lipidated); it may be inserted into the membrane, translocated to an organelle or secreted to the outside milieu; it may be processed for maturation or selective degradation; finally, its fragment may be presented on the cell surface as an antigen. This paper reviews prediction methods that address such fates.
